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Chapter 2391: Black Ice Tower and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion 

and so. 

All the treasure hunting flying flying gliders are being dispatched by Su Lang to the distance with the 

fastest speed. 

The place where time and space were turbulent before. 

There are also some treasure hunting flying flying flying by, pretending to be passing by. 

really. 

When the turbulent air flow was about to calm down and disappear, a majestic three-cosmic eternal 

realm man came from a distance. 

but. 

What puzzled Su Lang was. 

There is no playfulness on this eternal state's face. 

"Not playing the cat and mouse trick?" 

"What's the matter?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and continued to observe in secret. 

After the eternal realm man saw the treasure hunt flying flying, he didn't have any doubts, obviously he 

didn't care too much. 

The person stopped in place. 

After perceiving through the residual time and space fluctuations, he determined the direction to move 

forward. 

"Humph!" 

"Being imprisoned with the ability to shuttle through the barriers of the natural universe, no matter how 

you escape, you are still a bird in a cage!" 

"Waiting to catch you, this deity must be the first to enjoy." 

"There are really too few women in the universe who can bear the deity." 

"..." 

The eternal realm man sneered, Xuan even chased in a certain direction. 

Far away. 

Su Lang watched all this through the treasure hunt flying flying gliders, with a hint of doubt in his eyes. 
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"The first one to enjoy?" 

"Is there anyone else who wants to play multiplayer sports?" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang's expression couldn't help but become a little weird. 

In order to get more information. 

He sent a clone and chased it in a detour from another direction. 

Although it is a detour. 

But the speed of dispatching as a clone is definitely faster than the previous eternal man of the three 

universes. 

Simultaneously. 

The other clones also continued to spread around. 

Not long. 

A avatar discovered a relatively prosperous star field, on which there was even the Primordial Realm. 

then. 

Su Lang directly let the avatar expand the Mingguang Myriad Realms, and conquer the creatures in this 

star field. 

Soon, a lot of information was obtained from the mouths of those creatures. 

For example, this natural universe is called ‘Gen Luo’! 

"Gen Luo!?" 

"What's so special, isn't it the natural universe that betrayed my Infinity Coordinates?" 

"I didn't expect that of the three natural cosmic coordinates in my hand, one of them happened to be 

the coordinates of the Genluo universe." 

"And it looks like something happened in this universe!" 

"The woman who was hunted down is the eternal emperor of the Genluo universe?" 

"But this is not quite right. As the master of this universe, I should have prepared various displacement 

methods long ago." 

"Just a teleportation anchor point, it should be spread throughout the entire universe, why sacrifice a 

treasure to help teleport?" 

"It seems that people in this star field still know too little!" 

"We must continue to inquire about intelligence!" 

"..." 



As Su Lang speculated, he continued to send the clone forward. 

For the sake of concealment, he didn't scrape the star field all the way, but moved forward in secret. 

at the same time. 

Gen Luo the center of the universe. 

There is a giant crescent planet here. 

It is true that most of a super giant planet was dug out, and the rest formed a crescent-shaped shell 

planet. 

In the void in the distance of this super-giant crescent planet. 

Two groups of people are facing each other! 

There are thirteen people on each side, and they are all powers of the eternal realm! 

And between the two sides. 

Then there is an eternal martial artist who looks like an old man, shivering and shivering there like a 

quail! 

This old man is called Dou Bin. 

Its title is Emperor Genluo! 

Not bad. 

This talent is Emperor Genluo. 

If Su Lang were here, he would surely find that this Emperor Genluo had just broken through, and it was 

a super weak eternal eternity. 

Two parties. 

It was the Black Ice Tower and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion that were mentioned by the previous Xiyitai 

several controllers to supplement the identity of Su Lang. 

Among them, the eternal realm called Emperor Guangyu Zhou was in the camp of the Black Ice Tower. 

"Nanmen Yu!" 

"This universe was discovered by us first!" 

"We are one step ahead, you must get out of the way!" 

In the Black Ice Tower, a Sizhou Eternal stepped forward and sipped coldly. 

"Ha ha." 

"It is clearly the universe where we Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion set foot first." 

"It is your Black Ice Tower that should get out of the way!" 



In Lingyu's Ten Thousand Realms Pavilion, a four-cosmic eternal realm powerhouse said with a sneer, 

without being shy. 

Chapter 2392: Twenty-six eternal emperor confrontation 

"Humph." 

"I think you Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion wants to be destroyed, right?" 

"Now the deity gives you one last chance, if you are not sure, don't blame me for being ruthless!" 

The people in the Black Ice Tower are obviously more arrogant, their expressions are arrogant and 

rampant, and they are about to destroy the other party when they speak. 

"If it's a normal natural universe, forget it." 

"But this Genluo universe still has the innate treasures from when the universe was born." 

"So we will never hand over this universe. If you Black Ice Tower insist on doing it, I would be happy to 

get a few more eternal bodies!" 

Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion's Four Eternal Realm powerhouse looked unchanged, but his eyes became 

extremely sharp. 

The conversation talked about it. 

The eternal realm warriors on both sides are ready to fight, and the atmosphere is as solemn as time 

and space are frozen. 

Simultaneously. 

The Emperor Gen Luo Zhou who was shrunk in the middle was almost scared to pee, and his heart was 

even more wailing. 

"Why!" 

"Why is this?" 

"First, an eternal realm of the Second Universe will attack my universe, and grab me to ask the 

coordinates of the natural universe." 

"It's not over yet, two more terrifying eternal forces came right away. Oh my god, that has several 

eternal forces in the four universes." 

"Why do I have such a hard life!" 

"I have just broken through to the eternal state, and I will encounter such a cruel thing." 

"..." 

Emperor Genluo felt bitter in his heart, and he was also very desperate. 

he knows. 
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The reason why I am alive now is because both sides look down on him and regard him as an ant that 

can be trampled to death at any time. 

And to the end. 

His fate must be a tragic death! 

Time passed slowly. 

Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion are at a stretch, and the atmosphere is tense like a tight string. 

But the two sides still did not fight. 

When it comes to the eternal state, the warriors are even more cherished! 

Otherwise, the eternal life that was finally repaired will be directly ruined. How sad is that? 

Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion faced each other. 

While arguing, negotiating, trying to peacefully determine the ownership of Gen Luo universe. 

Just then. 

Su Lang had already used the clone to find a trembling half-step eternity from somewhere in the star 

field, and learned what happened in Gen Luo universe. 

"what?" 

"There are three waves of eternal forces in this Genluo universe today?" 

"The first wave was a lone woman who was driven away by the next two waves?" 

"The latter two groups were very strong and unfathomable, and I don't know how far the cultivation 

level is." 

"What's so special, Genluo Universe is so unlucky, is it because its owner has done too many things that 

hurt the nature and reason, and suffered retribution?" 

Su Lang smiled dumbly, and immediately took the half-step eternity, and dispatched the clone to rush 

towards the center of the universe. 

Concentrate on the road. 

The clone soon arrived near the center of the Gen Luo universe. 

After getting here. 

Su Lang replaced the clones with a large group of treasure hunting flying flying flying gliders, and moved 

on. 

really. 

It didn't take long for the treasure hunting flying flying to see two groups of people who were facing 

each other. 



For the appearance of the treasure hunt flying flying glider. 

Emperor Genluo felt a little strange that there was no such thing in his universe. 

But he dared not speak. 

In case the treasure hunting flying flying glider is there, which powerful one is there? 

The people in Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion were also a little confused. 

Soon. 

The Four Universes of the Black Ice Tower will destroy it easily. 

But although the treasure hunt flying flying glider is dead. 

But Su Lang had already called up their attribute panel long ago, fully understanding their strength. 

"My fork, 13 people on one side!" 

"A total of twenty-six eternal emperors!" 

"Each of the two sides has three eternal four universes!" 

"Three Eternal Eternities each have ten! Isn't the Eternal Two Eternity eligible to participate in the war?" 

As he thought about it, the trembling old man appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

"The trembling old man in the middle is an eternity that just broke through." 

"Needless to say, this person is the master of Genluo universe, Emperor Genluo!" 

"Hmph, dare to divulge the coordinates of my boundless universe, lead to the invasion of Emperor 

Mingzhou, forcibly ruining an era!" 

"I really want to kill this Emperor Luo Zhou!" 

A gleam of cold flashed in Su Lang's eyes, but he did not act rashly, but wanted to try to see if he could 

sit back and watch the snipe and clam fight to get the fisherman's advantage. 

Chapter 2393: Continue to observe in secret 

After some thinking. 

"system!" 

"Start Xingcuanyun combined function!" 

Su Lang's heart moved fifty clones and incarnations to merge into one, and suddenly became a super 

strong eternal realm powerhouse. 

Bring up the properties panel to have a look. 

The strength of the clone has surpassed the ordinary Four Eternity. 
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The two men and horses on the side of Emperor Genluo, any one of the four universes will come out 

forever, and they will not be the opponent of this star Cuanyunhe clone! 

"Go!" 

"Watch it in secret." 

Su Lang issued an order in his heart to dispatch the clone to the path that the treasure hunting flying 

flying stray passed before, and then slowly flew forward. 

Not bad. 

He just wanted to use Xing Cuan Yun He clone to monitor each other. 

After all, those eternal realms are not fools. If the treasure hunting flying flying stray appears for the 

second time, it will definitely arouse everyone's vigilance. 

But Xing Cuanyun He clone is different. 

Its strength is very powerful, and its divine consciousness detection range is wider. 

It is entirely possible to monitor the other party without discovering himself. 

quickly. 

The avatar Xing Cuanyun approached the void where Emperor Genluo Zhou and others were. 

"Yuanming Unlimited·Spirit Avenue, smash the little god...!" 

Under Su Lang's control, the clone spreads out the spiritual avenue with the power of the universe, and 

is supplemented by various secret techniques to increase the spiritual consciousness and hide itself! 

quickly. 

Under the increase of various methods. 

The divine consciousness of Xing Cuanyun and the clone became even more terrifying, directly 

expanding to the point of seeing Emperor Gen Luo Zhou and others. 

The lost field of vision appeared in front of him again. 

Su Lang suddenly twitched his mouth and watched with a smile. 

I saw that the atmosphere in the field was still very tense. 

The eternal realm powerhouses of the two forces stared at each other fiercely, and the strong aura 

continued to wash away, as if they were going to fight to death if they didn't agree. 

The Emperor Genluo in the middle was extremely miserable. 

Almost injured by the aura of the eternal realm of the Four Universes! 

"Really fighting?" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "It seems that I have a chance to reap the benefits of the fisherman." 



but. 

What happened next was not the same as guessed. 

"Ugh." 

"Emperor Anjue Zhou." 

"We both have similar strengths, and we also know each other a little bit. No one will have more 

support. The result of the fight will definitely be very stale!" 

"It won't be good to break this natural universe at that time, and it will be even worse if you get another 

wound or death." 

"So I propose that we simply divide the universe equally." 

A Sizhou Eternal from Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion stepped forward and said tentatively. 

This statement came out. 

The eternal emperors of the Black Ice Tower immediately looked at each other, and then nodded 

slightly. 

"Emperor Renyan Zhou." 

"You are right. Although our Hei Binglou acts harshly, we are not lunatics who lose their minds." 

"Peaceful distribution of spoils is the best choice." 

"However, the female Emperor Zhou was chased by our people before, and she is not the trophy we 

have in common." 

The Eternal Realm Da Neng named Anju nodded, and agreed to Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion's proposal. 

"Do you want that female Emperor Zhou?" 

"It's okay, then we want this trash that has just been promoted, is it okay?" 

Ling Yu Wanjiege didn't want to suffer, and made his own request. 

"No way." 

"Not all the information in this person's mind has been revealed." 

"We can't give it to you." 

The Emperor Anjue of the Black Ice Tower said hard. 

"You are not sincere!" 

"Doesn't that female Emperor Zhou also have cherished information in her mind?" 

"Relatively speaking, the value of this Emperor Emperor Zhou is far inferior to that of the female 

Emperor Zhou. He can't refining several universe origins in his body." 



Emperor Yan Yan Zhou of Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion shook his head and said, "If you insist on doing this, 

then you should speak with your strength." 

Hear this. 

The people in the Black Ice Building frowned. 

But after some discussions, they decided to agree to Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion's request. 

after all. 

The rest of the cosmic coordinates of the Nine Desolate Universe that Emperor Genluo had mastered 

could still be found through other methods. 

And the female emperor represents a natural universe that does not belong to the Nine Desolate 

universe, and may involve another small universe. 

Chapter 2394: Su Lang appeared 

"Fine!" 

"Then it is decided!" 

"Genluo Universe is divided equally, Genluo Emperor Zhou will give it to you, and that female Emperor 

Zhou will belong to us." 

Emperor Anjue, representing the Black Ice Tower, agreed to come down. 

"it is good." 

Emperor Yan Yan Zhou looked indifferent and nodded, "Next, let's count the spoils." 

then. 

The two parties competing for the Genluo universe did not fight in the end! 

Instead, he chose to distribute the spoils peacefully! 

This result is for Su Lang. 

Unexpected, but also reasonable. 

of course. 

This is not good news. 

The good thing about taking advantage of the fisherman's profit is gone. 

"No way." 

"The Genluo universe secretly framed my boundless universe, and this revenge must be paid back!" 

"My enemy, can't let others solve it!" 

Su Lang frowned slightly, his eyes flashing. 
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According to the dialogue between Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion. 

The main powerhouses of both of them are here, and there will be no strong support. 

And Su Lang's own strength, after using the Devouring clone, plus the two Star Cuanyun clones, the top 

combat power is more than either Black Ice Tower or Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion. 

Since the other party won't have more support. 

Are you afraid of a hammer? 

In a flash. 

Su Lang used the clone to replace him and came to the void where the Black Ice Tower, Lingyu Wanjie 

Pavilion and others were confronting each other. 

The other side. 

The people in Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion are already interrogating Emperor Genluo Zhou. 

"Say!" 

"How many natural universe coordinates do you know!?" 

"Tell everything you know, we might be able to spare your life!" 

"After all, Gen Luo, don't ruin your almost infinite life for the benefit of this moment!" 

"..." 

In Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, a man named Shuo Universe Emperor began to torture Gen Luo. 

Simultaneously. 

Their people and the people in the Black Ice Tower are ready to go to the crescent-shaped planet to 

count the congenital treasures that were born when the universe was born. 

but. 

at this time. 

"As the saying goes." 

"You have a share, don't you plan to share my benefits?" 

A voice appeared in everyone's ears. 

"Who?" 

"When did someone come again?" 

"Anyone who sees it? What a big tone!" 

"Another eternal realm great power, happened to come to this Genluo universe?" 

"It's really weird, how can this little Genluo universe come so many eternity?" 



"This person has the courage to speak wildly, and he will be divided into the universe. It's really 

arrogant." 

"..." 

The faces of the people in Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion were taken aback, and they looked in 

the direction of the sound. 

But I saw a young and handsome man appearing in Divine Mind. 

It was Su Lang who had swallowed the clone. 

"What, is the four universes eternal!" 

"And more powerful than us, definitely a master in the eternity of the four universes!" 

"Huh, what if he is stronger than us, he has only one person, we have more than 20 people, and are still 

afraid of him?" 

"..." 

After seeing Su Lang, the people in Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion were suddenly surprised! 

But then. 

Seeing that there is only one person in Su Lang. 

Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion breathed a sigh of relief again, and their expressions became 

gloomy. 

Simultaneously. 

Emperor Genluo Zhou's eyes were black, and he was almost autistic. 

He had just broken through the eternal realm, and had just obtained a nearly infinite lifespan, and he 

had not had time to condense more crystal wall universe. 

How come... how come so many powerful eternity come here! ? 

In his opinion. 

No one in this world is more unlucky than him! 

at this time. 

Su Lang had already carried one hand on his back, with a calm expression, and walked slowly in front of 

more than twenty eternal realm powerhouses. 

"This fellow Taoist!" 

"This natural universe was discovered by us first." 

"Do you really want to fight with us?" 

"You have to know that you are only one person. If you really fight, we can unite and kill you!" 



In Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, a man with a hot temper looked at Su Lang with cold eyes. 

"Not bad!" 

"There are so many of us, don't be arrogant!" 

"This natural universe does not have your share!" 

In the Black Ice Building, Emperor Anjue Zhou also said with a cold expression. 

Chapter 2395: You can think about it clearly 

in fact. 

They also considered that Su Lang is not alone, but someone with a background. 

Therefore, both Heibinglou and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, intentionally or unintentionally, have changed 

from a hostile state to a unity. 

"Everyone." 

"I am Su Lang, a native of the Nine Desolate Universe." 

"My boundless natural universe has been invaded by the emperor Genluo Zhou because of leaking 

coordinates, so I have a deep hatred with this person." 

"I have to personally avenge this grudge, and this universe must also divide me." 

"Your Black Ice Tower and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion are pretty good, but compared to me, they are a bit 

worse." 

"It should be understood that there is a sky outside the sky, and there are people outside the world. You 

have to consider it carefully." 

Su Lang looked around at the twenty-odd powerful eternal realms of the Black Ice Tower and Lingyu 

Wanjie Pavilion, his expression still calm. 

Hear this. 

The people in Hei Bing Tower and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion were taken aback. 

Emperor Genluo was shocked and looked at Su Lang in disbelief. 

He did indeed disclose the coordinates of the rest of the natural universe in the Nine Desolate Universe, 

and he had leaked more than one. 

but. 

The strength of the boundless universe should be very weak! 

Moreover, the resources are also very scarce, how can he grow out of the Four Eternal Realm like Su 

Lang! ? 

At this time. 
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The faces of Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion were gloomy and uncertain, and they kept weighing 

in their hearts. 

finally. 

A Four Eternal Realm in the Black Ice Tower sneered and stood up. 

"Su Lang is right!" 

"In a place like the Nine Desolate Universe Region, you can cultivate to this level. In the eternal realm, 

you are indeed a first-class genius!" 

"But, you are always just a person, wanting to grab something from us without a word, isn't it too 

whimsical?" 

The strong black ice building named Emperor Cheyuan Zhou looked at Su Lang coldly, his heart full of 

confusion. 

"Talk about it." 

"Don't you think I am not strong enough?" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and waved his hand, and a large swath of temporal and spatial 

fluctuations suddenly appeared around him! 

There are more than one hundred sources of temporal and spatial fluctuations! 

People in Hei Bing Tower and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion looked at them, and their expressions suddenly 

changed! 

The next moment. 

Rumble! 

An eternal arrival that exceeds the ordinary four universes. 

Then there is another one! 

Immediately after. 

It is an eternal realm exuding the aura of the two universes, a total of one hundred! 

These eternal realms. 

Naturally they are the clones of Su Lang. 

But they have all been disguised, and their faces have become different. 

Such a strong lineup. 

Immediately made the look of Black Ice Terrace and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion even more ugly, and their 

eyes were full of jealousy! 

"Three eternity surpassing the four universes of the same level!" 



"There are still a hundred Immortal Realms of Two Universes!" 

"Damn, this person also has such a powerful force and companion!" 

"I don't know which eternal realm force they belong to?" 

"It's difficult now!" 

"..." 

The people of Black Ice Terrace and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion were full of resentment, but they had no 

contempt at all, and instead they were a little bit fearful. 

It should be known that all of them are here. 

And Su Lang. 

It is completely unclear whether there are more powerful people who have not come here! 

"Oh, sorry." 

"These two-planet-level members shouldn't be here." 

"Go back, and call you when we clean the battlefield." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, waved his hand, and let the one hundred eternal realm clones travel through the 

time and space barriers and leave. 

These one hundred clones are actually a substitute clone of Baiying clone. 

Just in case. 

It is better to put this clone in the rest of the natural universe. 

then. 

The second universe level clones disappeared. 

The deity of Su Lang and the two Xing Cuanyun clones stayed behind. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"This Genluo Universe is just that big, and we won't get anything from each of our three forces." 

"If you take a step back, our Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion will definitely accept your love." 

In the Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, Emperor Lan Zhen handed over and said. 

"Our Black Ice Tower is also." 

Emperor Anjue nodded and arched his hands. 

"Haha." 

"In that case, why don't you take a step back?" 



Su Lang smiled and shook his head, "I, Su Lang, must accept your love. There will be many benefits in the 

future." 

Now that I know the manpower of the other party, that's all. 

Naturally, Su Lang would not give in. 

Chapter 2396: Don't make unnecessary struggles 

"you!" 

"It seems you really want to do it!!" 

In the Black Ice Tower, the Emperor Zhou named "Liu Bai" raised his eyebrows and glared, murderous! 

"Ha ha." 

"Whether I will do it or not depends entirely on your choice." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and with a light pinch in his hand, the Youtian Sword suddenly 

appeared! 

The Youtian Sword came out. 

Hei Binglou, Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion and others were shocked again! 

"Sanzhou Eternal Class Weapon!!!" 

"Is this person really from the Nine Desolate Universe Region? How could he have such a powerful 

weapon!?" 

"Damn it, a three-dimensional weapon is enough to raise his strength further!" 

"..." 

The eternal powerhouses such as Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion looked at Youtian Sword, with 

more horror and fear in their eyes. 

But at this moment. 

The two avatars of Su Lang also took out their eternal weapons! 

Heavenly Eight-Edged Shield, Sword of Life, Mirror of Reincarnation, Seven Treasure Tree, Heart-piercing 

Lock, Purple Gourd... 

Pieces of Eternal Realm weapons emerged. 

The splendid light suddenly illuminates the surrounding void, which is dazzling! 

"hiss!" 

"They actually own so many eternal weapons!" 

"Each person has an average of three pieces. How could this be possible? Eternal Realm weapons can't 

be grabbed, so I can only cultivate them by myself!" 
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"..." 

The people of Hei Binglou and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion saw Su Lang's weapons, and when they were 

afraid, they were also a little afraid. 

To be able to cultivate so many eternal weapons is definitely a talent with abundant resources! 

And it must be richer than these people! 

This also means that the forces behind the opponent are really stronger than them! 

"Everyone, how? Do you really want to fight?" 

Su Lang looked around at the crowd and said with a faint smile. 

Everyone was silent. 

Soon. 

"Su Lang." 

"Although you are strong." 

"There is also a powerful force behind him." 

"But again, there are only three of you here!" 

Hei Binglou, Emperor Anju Zhou squeezed his fist and said, "If you have some more people, we will turn 

our heads and leave!" 

"Not bad." 

"Friend Su Lang, even if there is a powerful force behind you." 

"But if you want to use this person to drive us away, you can't." 

Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion, Emperor Shuo Universe said with a smile without a smile. 

to be honest. 

They are a little scared, but not reconciled! 

After all, they have a full 26 people here, including six eternal four-planets! 

No matter how strong the power behind Su Lang is, there are only three people on the scene. 

And they are also very confident about their own future, do not believe that others can touch their own 

nest. 

"Ugh." 

"After all that, you still haven't grasped the opportunity I gave you." 

"In this case, you can only speak with strength!" 



Su Lang smiled slightly, and a powerful aura burst out of his body. This was the result of his explosive 

secret technique! ! 

Originally, his strength faintly surpassed the ordinary three universes. 

After swallowing fifty clones, it is far beyond the eternity of the four universes. 

At this time, the secret technique was also used, and the combat power was directly approaching the 

eternity of the five universes! 

The two avatars also don't say anything, all kinds of amplification secrets are used crazy, and the aura on 

the body is elevated! 

"what!" 

"This person actually wants to fight!?" 

"Moreover, he directly used the secret technique, leaving no room for himself at all!?" 

"Quick, get ready for battle!" 

"..." 

Hei Binglou An Anju Zhou Emperor, Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion Yan Yan Zhou Emperor and others all had 

their faces sinking, but in an instant, powerful fighting spirit broke out. 

They have a total of six four-plane eternals, and twenty three-plane eternals on the side to support 

them, not necessarily without the power of a battle! 

"In front of me, want to take advantage of the number of people? Dreaming!" 

Su Lang disdainfully smiled, and Shen Nian directly said that he had locked the Three Eternal Realm of 

the Black Ice Tower, "One Nian·Fengtian!" 

Suddenly! 

That Three Eternal Eternity was drawn by Su Lang into the chanting space, and everything around it 

became gray and colorless! 

"Do not!!" 

Seeing that Su Lang's target turned out to be himself, San Zhou eternally trembled with fright and fled 

instantly! 

"Don't make senseless struggles!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, took a step forward, and instantly slammed behind the eternal three cosmos, 

stabbing the Youtian Sword in his hand! 

"I fought with you!" 

The hunted Sanzhou eternally felt desperate, and turned his head back and struck to death! ! 

but. 



With his cultivation base, he desperately seemed so weak. 

Chapter 2397: Kill the six eternal three universes 

With a puff, Youtian Sword penetrated it! 

"Ding! You get Eternal Soul*1, Eternal Dao Crystal*1, Eternal Life Universe*1, Eternal Body*1, Universe 

Eternal Weapon*1, Universe Origin*26212, Eternal Realm Material... " 

The system prompt sounds! 

And I remembered three times in succession! 

Because the two stars Cuanyun combined clones, they also used one thought to seal the sky, killing one 

of the three eternals! 

Heibinglou Anjue Emperor Zhou and others were stunned! 

As early as when Su Lang locked their Three Eternal Eternity, they started to intercept, but they were 

blocked by an invisible barrier! 

When they broke the barrier. 

The three universes inside have been killed! 

"damn it!" 

"This person has such weird means to prevent others from forming a group attack on him!" 

"This is still a terrifying secret technique for hunting and killing. Once locked, it will be pulled into the 

special space he created and cannot escape." 

"No, those three universes staying here for eternity are completely dying!" 

"Quickly, all Sanzhou Eternal Run away!" 

"..." 

The eyes of the eternal powers of the Four Eternals such as Anjue were furious, shocked, and quickly let 

the eternals of the Three Eternals escape! 

Simultaneously. 

Take advantage of the gap in the disappearance of Nianfeng space. 

The six of them all killed Xiang Su Lang and Xing Cuanyun together! 

but. 

Their speed is still a step slower. 

Among the seventeen three eternities that escaped, three more were pulled into the Nianfeng space by 

Su Lang and the clone, and they were easily killed! 

At this time. 
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The remaining fourteen three cosmic eternals escaped far enough. 

"Su Lang!" 

"We Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion are not at odds with you!" 

Emperor Anjue's eyes are red, holding a weapon of the Eternal Realm of the Second Universe in his 

hand, and he rushes up with Emperor Liubai in a frantic manner! 

at the same time. 

Emperor Yan Yan Zhou and the others were also divided into two groups, killing Su Lang's clone! 

"I've said it all, it's impossible to besiege me!" 

Su Lang glanced at Emperor Anjue Zhou, with a move in his heart, he instantly selected another weaker 

Emperor Liubai Zhou to initiate a thought to seal the sky! 

In an instant. 

A strange breath flashed. 

Su Lang successfully pulled the Four Eternity into the Nianfeng Space! 

"I've been waiting for you for this trick!" 

Emperor Anjun Zhou gritted his teeth, and used an attack he had prepared for a long time, violently 

bombarding the Nianfeng space barrier! 

Click! 

The barriers of Nianfeng Space suddenly split. 

however. 

At the moment when Emperor Anjue Zhou started his hand, Su Lang had already swung a sword, and 

the horrible sword light directly smashed into the face of Emperor Liubai. 

"What a terrifying sword light!!" 

In the blank space, Emperor Zhou's pupils shrank suddenly, and he directly displayed the strongest 

defense and dodge methods! 

Rumble! 

The incomparably powerful sword light broke all the defenses of Emperor Liu Bai Zhou in an instant, and 

would pierce his skin in the next moment! 

"what!!" 

"How could I not be able to stop with a single sword!?" 

In the blank space, Emperor Zhou was in a state of panic, instinctively displaying all his secret cards, 

blood spurted wildly, retreated madly and dodged, and unexpectedly avoided breaking a sword at the 

moment of his death! 



at the same time. 

The attack of Emperor Anjue Zhou also succumbed to Su Lang! 

"Die me!" 

Emperor Anjue Zhou directly performed all the explosive mysteries, and his breath soared. A short thorn 

in his hand would pierce through Su Lang's head in an instant! 

"Vision!" 

The spirit of Tianjia's eight-sided shield, Ajia, let out a roar, and his body flew out to block the short 

spines! 

Ding--! 

An extremely terrifying shock wave erupted from the place where the two collided, forming a ripple 

attack with extremely powerful lethality! 

The trembling Emperor Genluo Zhou was swept by the ripples, his robe and hair burst instantly, and he 

was bleeding from his seven orifices, and he was seriously injured! 

"No, I don't want to die!" 

Emperor Genluo originally didn't dare to run, but at this time he almost leaped to death, and 

immediately frightened to escape. 

In the battlefield. 

Tianjia's eight-sided shield steadily blocked the attack of Emperor Anjue! 

"Want to run?" 

"I will kill you first!" 

Su Lang's eyes flashed and he waved his right hand. 

I saw the sword light suddenly appeared, directly killing the Emperor Genluo who had escaped millions 

of light years! 

Just then. 

"Dare to be distracted and die!" 

The attacks of Dark Jue and Liu Bai came together! 

"Hahaha!" 

"It's impossible to hurt my master!" 

With the majestic fighting spirit, Ah Jia used the power of the universe instilled by Su Lang to unfold the 

spherical barrier and directly envelop Su Lang. 

The next moment. 



boom--! ! 

Chapter 2398: The death of eternal blank space in the four universes 

Click! Click! 

Countless cracks appeared on the barrier that Tianchu Eight-Edged Shield unfolded, and they would 

shatter when they saw it. 

"Go hard!!" 

The emperor Anjue and the emperor Liubai looked overjoyed, and they used all their best, the majestic 

cosmic power was poured out without reservation! 

Wow! 

The barrier of Tianjia's eight-sided shield suddenly shattered. 

however! 

"My Ajia is best at picking up tricks!" 

"Even if your target is someone else, I can catch it instantly!" 

Ah Jia's voice came at the moment the barrier broke. 

His body actually seemed to be divided into two, appearing directly in front of An Ju's short thorn and 

blank rapier! 

"what!" 

"What is going on, how can this weapon react so fast!" 

The dark eyes and blank eyes showed horror, but there was already a terrifying resistance from the 

weapon in his hand. 

Ding Ding! 

The two overlapping sounds tore through the void with the aftermath of the battle, causing countless 

black thunder-like space cracks! 

The attacks of Dark Jue and Liu Bai were completely blocked, and the whole body was shaking 

uncontrollably. 

I don't know how many crystal wall worlds are annihilated in the body, and I don't know how many 

creatures died! 

And when Su Lang was blocking the two of them by the eight-sided shield, how could he have done 

nothing? 

Tianjia's eight-sided shield rushed up to resist the attack. 

Su Lang used all his strength to condense a broken sword, followed by it! 
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When the two of Anjue's attack was blocked, the moment the old power was exhausted, they suddenly 

penetrated through the layers of battle shock waves, like a thin line, to kill the Emperor Liubai! 

Originally, Zhou Emperor's defense was completely broken by Su Lang's previous sword, and he himself 

was seriously injured. 

At this time, facing Su Lang's strength, and even more terrible breaking a sword, how could he be 

spared! 

"Do not!!" 

In the blank space, Emperor Zhou's pupils shrank suddenly, and endless despair spread all over his body 

instantly, bringing a bitter coldness! 

"Leave blank!" 

An Jue's expression also changed drastically, and his brain stagnated for a while. 

Blank space is his most trusted person. 

In the eternal state, the cruel rules of the universe are more vividly presented. In an eternal state, most 

people cannot make real friends until death. 

Therefore, the blank space is extremely important in An Ju's heart! ! 

But now. 

He was unable to help! 

Stabbed! 

The bright sword light reflected in the eyes of An Jue, directly penetrating the blank head! 

Suddenly. 

The breath of life left blank suddenly disappeared! 

All the means of escape and rebirth arranged in advance are all invalid! 

"Leave blank! No!" 

Seeing this scene, An Yue cried out in disbelief. 

He originally thought that even if the blank was defeated, he would not really die, but could save his life 

with the help of various magical methods in the eternal realm. 

But he guessed wrong. 

Su Lang has the means to directly harvest the eternal realm! 

The blank space is completely dead! 

"I killed you!" 



The dark yue who slowed down gave a violent cry, as if using some desperate secret technique, the 

power of the universe was overflowing, and its aura was also greatly enhanced. 

but. 

The voice did not fall. 

He didn't even launch an attack on Su Lang, but directly used the power of the universe, the avenue of 

time and space, and shuttled through the barriers of the natural universe! 

"Want to escape!?" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, and instantly began to confine the sky. 

"Stop him!!" 

An Jue didn't hesitate, and the eternal weapon in his hand flew out, and instantly exploded into 

countless fragments. 

Rumble! 

How terrible is the explosion of the eternal weapon! ? 

The Nianfeng space that Su Lang had just condensed immediately disappeared! 

An Jun also took this opportunity to escape from this universe in a panic! ! 

"He is also a decisive person by directly sacrificing weapons and creating opportunities for himself to 

escape." 

Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, and he locked the time and space fluctuations of the place 

where An Yue had escaped with his divine mind. 

Emperor Anjue escaped extremely hastily, and had no time to cover up the temporal and spatial 

fluctuations. 

This allows Su Lang to analyze the coordinates of the destination from time and space fluctuations. 

of course. 

This will take a while. 

Su Lang knew that even if he chased him, An Ju must have escaped to another natural universe. 

When time is not so tight. 

Anjue would not be so stupid to leave the destination coordinates. 

Chapter 2399: Two deaths and four escapes 

"Never mind." 

"It can be regarded as another coordinate in the natural universe." 

"I don't know how the natural universe has been developed. Are there many things left?" 
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Su Lang was thinking while analyzing the space-time coordinates. 

And Liu Bai, the emperor Zhou died, and the scene where Emperor Zhou escaped. 

It was also seen by the other four Four Eternal Realms. 

"Dead! The blank space is dead!!" 

"Emperor Anjue has escaped, the guy in the Black Ice Tower, even said to leave!" 

"Damn it, Su Lang is so powerful. In a one-to-two situation, one kill is one, one is forced away!" 

"This person is free, let's run away too!" 

"You can't escape, you will be sealed by that strange space!" 

"We can only sacrifice weapons, otherwise, all will have to die!" 

"..." 

The three people in Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, and the one remaining in the Black Ice Tower, frightened 

their souls, and immediately retreated! 

Su Lang's Xing Cuanyun He clone was originally stronger than any of them. 

If it is not for the number of advantages. 

The avatar of Su Lang didn't have a big killer like Youtian Sword. 

They are probably injured. 

Seeing that something was wrong, they immediately began to retreat. 

But as they said. 

Someone who escapes will be dragged by the Nianfeng Space! 

If you're lucky, you won't be sealed, only one of the four! 

The other three have to be trapped by Nianfeng Space! 

but. 

They have no better way! 

"go!!" 

The leader of the Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, Emperor Yan Yan Zhou roared, and led the three to retreat 

together, and used the Dao of Time and Space to escape! 

really. 

Su Lang, the two stars and clouds combined in the Nianfeng space descended, covering three of them! 

The Emperor Shuo Universe became the lucky one who was not sealed by the Nianfeng Space, and 

immediately spread out the time-space avenue and disappeared. 



"Damn!!" 

Emperor Yan Yan Zhou looked dark, and threw out the eternal weapon in his hand. 

Seeing this scene, the other two immediately gritted their teeth and threw out their eternal weapons! 

"Miaoshu, brush it for me!" 

With a thought in Su Lang's heart, the Seven Treasure Tree directly enveloped one of the weapons. 

It was specifically aimed at weapons, and interrupted the process of exploding that weapon on the spot! 

Rumble! 

The remaining two weapons exploded successfully. 

The two Nianfeng spaces were destroyed, and Emperor Cheyuan Zhou and Emperor Renyan Zhou took 

the opportunity to escape. 

"Do not!" 

Emperor Lan Zhenzhou was horrified, and his whole body was cold. 

Among the four, he failed to escape! ! 

"Emperor Lanzhen Zhou, Yu Lanzhen." 

Su Lang looked at the eternity of the four universes in the Nianfeng space. 

The two stars Cuanyunhe clones stepped forward at the same time, trapping Emperor Lan Zhenzhou's 

weapons to death. 

Without the urging of Emperor Lan Zhenzhou, a second-world eternal weapon would not be able to set 

off any waves. 

"what!" 

"How can you know my real name!?" 

"Could it be that you really come from the great power of a certain high-level universe. Through some 

channels, you have learned the detailed information of our Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion!" 

"This time we are hunting the Genluo Universe. It is not a coincidence that you are here, but just waiting 

for us to throw ourselves into the trap!" 

"..." 

Emperor Lan Zhenzhou looked at Su Lang with a trembling pupil, only to feel that this person's image 

became more mysterious, tall and terrifying! 

Their Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion is in the nearby universe, and is one of the few eternal realm forces. 

But in front of Su Lang, it was just a prey! 

"Ah." 



"It doesn't matter whether it's just waiting for the rabbit." 

"Now, if you surrender and tell me all the coordinates of the natural universe in Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, I 

can save you from death." 

Su Lang smiled softly, holding his hands behind his back, looking down at Emperor Lan Zhenzhou. 

He did not use his heart channel. 

Because I tried it from the beginning. 

Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion and Hei Binglou obviously came to Jiuhuangzhou not a day or two, and they had 

already mastered "Successful Thoughts". 

"surrender!?" 

"Betraying Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion!?" 

"No, I won't do that!" 

Emperor Lan Zhenzhou's eyes flickered with cold light, "If you want to kill or cut, it's up to you!" 

"People don't kill themselves for their own sake." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and smiled, "Is it worth it for a Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion?" 

"Humph!" 

Emperor Lan Zhenzhou let out a cold snort and then closed his eyes. 

Chapter 2400: 340,000 Yuan Origin of the Universe 

"I understand." 

"You must also be restricted by some method of Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion." 

"Once you say it, not only will you die, but some people and things that are important to you will be 

destroyed." 

Su Lang thought, and said lightly. 

Emperor Lan Zhenzhou still did not speak. 

However, an aura that was far beyond normal suddenly broke out from his body, and the whole person 

moved fiercely, killing Su Lang fiercely! 

"Please die?" 

"I fulfill you." 

Su Lang saw the killing intent in his eyes, and the Youtian sword in his hand slashed, breaking the sword 

light instantly hit the heart of Emperor Lan Zhenzhou. 

Wow! 
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Countless layers of defense barriers were wiped out. 

Emperor Lan Zhenzhou trembled all over, his complexion was slightly distorted, and his advancing figure 

stopped. 

"Get on the road." 

Su Lang cut out a sword again, and another sword light flew out, as if penetrating through space, it 

entered the center of Emperor Lan Zhenzhou's eyebrows. 

"..." 

Emperor Lan Zhen Zhou wanted to say something. 

Perhaps it was a curse of Su Lang's powerlessness, perhaps it was cursing, or perhaps it was regretting 

and wanting to ask for mercy. 

But there is no chance. 

The deadly energy of Youtian Sword erupted. 

Instantly harvested the life of Emperor Lan Zhenzhou! 

"Ding! You get Eternal Soul*1, Eternal Dao Crystal*1, Eternal Life Universe*1, Eternal Body*1, Two 

Universe Eternal Weapon*1, Universe Origin*108868, Eternal Realm Material... " 

The powerhouses who traversed many natural universes for hundreds of billions of years died under Su 

Lang's sword. 

"Kill two Four Eternal Eternals, Six Three Eternal Eternals!" 

"The harvest this time must be very rich, maybe I can go further!" 

There was a look of expectation in Su Lang's eyes. 

Immediately let Xing Cuanyun and the avatars disperse, returning to 102 avatars and twin avatars. 

Then he used Baiying clone to become 10,200 two universe clones. 

"Go, collect the Eternal Realm fragments scattered in the void." 

Su Lang issued an order to the avatars, "Ensure that any dust that the weapon turns into will not be let 

go." 

Then he looked at the place where Emperor Yan Yan Zhou and others shuttled through the barriers of 

the natural universe, and began to analyze the objective cosmic coordinates through the remaining 

fluctuations of the time-space avenue. 

As for the fourteen three cosmic eternities that escaped before. 

No need to think about it or know that they must have escaped long ago. 

"By the way, and the escaped female eternal." 

"I don't know if this person has escaped, maybe I can find it." 



Su Lang's expression moved, and he opened his right hand, and a treasure hunting flying flying glider 

appeared on the palm of his hand. 

After smelling the eternal breath of the woman to the treasure hunting flying glider, he let it go. 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunt flying stray immediately began to fly in a certain direction. 

"It seems that the woman is still in this universe." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and then sent some avatars over to search for the woman with the ‘hunting 

soul’ function of the Treasure Hunt Flying Flying Dagger. 

At this time. 

Su Lang also analyzed the time and space fluctuations left by Emperor Yanyan Zhou, Cheyuan Zhou and 

Shuo Universe when they fled, and obtained two natural cosmic coordinates. 

But one of them was also the place where Emperor Anjue Zhou went. 

In other words. 

Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion and Heibing Tower both revealed only one natural cosmic coordinate. 

And it is not an important natural universe. 

It’s just a springboard for invading the rest of the universe. 

"Black Ice Tower." 

"Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion." 

"With the addition of Xiyitai, I have come into contact with three eternal forces." 

"Follow the vines, and soon, maybe I will be able to come into contact with more powerful forces and 

high-level universes!" 

"Of course, the premise is that the strength is enough, otherwise it is to give away the head." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang ordered the storage of the origin of the universe. 

"Ding! Saved! The balance is 342223 universe origin" 

The system prompt resounded through my mind. 

"Three hundred and four hundred thousand!" 

"The system functions can be upgraded again!" 

Su Lang was overjoyed and immediately issued instructions, "System, improve one-key training, martial 

arts, and clone function!" 



"Ding! Consumes 100,000 cosmic origins, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 53, and the 

training speed is increased to 120,1280 trillion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

qualification!" 

"Ding! Consumes 100,000 cosmic origins, the one-click martial arts function is upgraded to level 53, and 

the training speed is increased to 12,000 trillion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

aptitude!" 

"Ding! Consumes 100,000 universe origins, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 52, the 

number of clones is +1, the current number of clones is 52, the number of clones is 52, and the number 

of twins is 52!" 

 


